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Handheld Weight Indicator Option

Convenient
Lightweight and small enough to put in a 
pocket, the 511 FreeWeigh works together  
with the 1155 and 1300 in-cab indicators.  
Net, load, total, and gross weight are selected 
and displayed by pressing the mode key. 
Where the operator needs loaded weight 
information, the mode key gives the flexibility  
to display the weight.

Versatile Aid
The 511 FreeWeigh is a robust tool, 
manufactured in accordance to IP66. Ideal for 
practically any type of road transport vehicle, 
where remote weight readings would be an 
advantage. The 511 FreeWeigh is a radio 
remote display; it provides drivers with the 
freedom to weigh the vehicle’s payload, zero 
the display, and print weighing results.

Displays net, load, gross, and total

Lightweight

Convenient pocket size 

Easy-to-read LCD display

Print and zero function

Rechargeable, cigar lighter 
cable included

511 FreeWeigh
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511 FreeWeigh

Operating on a frequency of 868 MHz, the  
511 FreeWeigh has nine selectable frequencies 
to prevent multi-user cross talk and interference 
between units. Battery saving procedures within 
the unit extend battery life.

PAN-EUROPEAN 868 MHz 

Range up to 50 metres in open terrain

15 selectable channels (9 frequencies)

Uses rechargeable Li-ion batteries

Intelligent battery charger

Small and lightweight

Variable backlight for dimly lit conditions

Transceivers fitted to the 511 FreeWeigh 
and cab-mounted indicator provide 
continuous two-way communication 
between the driver and vehicle.

Suits Any Type of Road Transport Vehicle

1155 Indicator

1300 Touch Screen Indicator

80 mm

120 mm
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